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Cult constructions in Ukrainian and British literatures 

Religion has always been an integral part of every culture thereby many different 

authors focused their attention on it. “Church” concept became one of the most 

prominent in creative works of British and Ukrainian writers and poets.  

A variety of language and extralinguistics means were used for developing the 

concept. The perception of the text occurs both at the linguistic and figurative 

conceptual levels. Throughout perceiving a text at the linguistic level, the 

recipient reads the words which it consists of, sequentially, one after another: the 



first, then the second, the third, etc. Words generate «objective» images in our 

minds (paradigms). We understand the text if we link all the images with each 

other. However, the «objective» images, generated by words, are connected not 

only due to language competence. Knowledge of surrounding world phenomena 

provides these connections. And these «objective» images are not connected 

consistently. The recipient may connect the first one with the fourth one, etc. 

Thus, in the course of perceiving the text, it is restructured, i.e. there is a transition 

from words images connected at the language level to «objective» images 

connected at the mental level (paradigms).  

The object of the study is paradigms that create images of cult constructions.  

The purpose of the study is distinguishing the specific features characterising 

these paradigms in Ukrainian and British literatures. It will give an opportunity 

for determining similarities and differences in attitude to cult constructions, their 

part in routine in mentioned culture. 

It is hoped that the end result of this study will be a clearer identification of cult 

constructions part in analysed cultures and factors determining it 
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